Portion for Jr. K.G. Final Evaluation

Language:

**Orally** - 1) Recognition capital ‘A to Z’ and Small letters ‘a to z’

2) Blends - All vowels. (a,e,i,o,u)

**Written** - Dictation of capital letters only – ‘A to Z.’

Missing letters – (capital letters only) ‘A to Z’.

Look at the picture and write the correct small letter.

Look at the letter & colour the correct picture.

Circle the small / capital letters.

Look at the picture and circle the correct letter.

Look at the capital letter & write the correct small letter.

**Number work - Orally** – 1 to 100 – recitation and recognition.

**Writing** – 1 to 10, dodging numbers,

Missing numbers & number value.

**Concepts** – covered in the work book.

**Number value** – Look at the number and draw the correct number of objects.

Look at the number and colour the correct number of objects.

Count the objects and write the correct number.

Complete the pattern.

Seriation.

**EVS** - Oral Evaluation only for the project ‘Community Helpers’.

**Concepts** – covered in the work book.

**Rhymes** – related to the projects taught in the second term. (Refer the rhymes book).